Fire Kristine Moore

Kristine Moore
Credit Michigan State University

Kristine Moore, an attorney, is Assistant General Counsel at
Michigan State University, where she practices according
to a MSU web site primarily in the areas of Clery and
Violence Against Women Act compliance, disability law,
Fair Labor Standards Act and other employment law issues.
Kristine is a frequent speaker in the area of employment
law.
In 2014 Kristine Moore as a MSU Title IX investigator
handled the sexual assault complaint filed by MSU grad
student Amanda Thomashow against Larry Nassar, D.O.
Standard Title IX regulations call for a single report to be
issued to all parties involved in a complaint.
Ms. Thomashow received a copy of the report, but was not
aware of the fact that Ms. Moore wrote a second report
more critical of Dr. Larry Nassar that Dr. Nassar received,
and it was also delivered to Dr. Nassar's boss William
Strampel, D.O., Dean of the MSU School of Osteopathic
Medicine.
From what has been reported in the press it seems that
Ms. Moore's primary goal was to protect MSU from
liability due to Larry Nassar's sexual assault on
Ms. Thomashow and probably others. She had a difficult
task and the end result of her work is even greater liability
facing MSU. She failed because she did not know the
extent of Larry Nassar's criminal activity and did not want

to know because of the huge liability facing MSU if he was
exposed. More importantly moving forward she did not
understand that perverted sexual pedophile predators like
Larry Nassar will not stop on their own. She thought that
the warning she issued about Nassar being a liability in the
second report to Nassar and Strampel would be sufficient to
stop him. She did not know that Strampel would not
monitor Nassar after he placed Nassar back into the MSU
Sports Medicine Clinic. That enabled Nassar to abuse girls
for two more years from 2014 to 2016, which is now a
huge liability for MSU.
So, Ms. Moore did an improper, substandard, and biased
investigation to dismiss and discredit Ms. Thomashow and
her accusations. She gathered a lot of what turns out to be
biased bogus evidence based medicine to support Larry
Nassar's criminal conduct as being valid medical treatment
and pooh-pooh the complaint. Ms. Thomashow stated in
her lawsuit against Nassar that Moore's report left out two
critical facts: that Nassar had an erection while touching
her, and that he refused to stop until she physically
removed his hands. Moore's investigation ultimately
cleared Nassar of sexual misconduct. Moore told
Ms. Thomashow she had misunderstood the “nuanced
difference” between sexual touching and legitimate medical
procedures.
Conclusion:
We the citizens of Michigan want Kristine Moore
immediately terminated from employment at MSU, a great
public Michigan university.
Ted Golden, M.D.

